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When an elderly spinster and her brother decide to adopt a boy to help with the farm chores,

mischievous Anne arrives instead and soon no one can imagine Green Gables without her. Winner

of the Parents Choice Award 1986. Selected a Notable Children s Recording 1987 by the American

Library Association. (Nine CDs)
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This is a great reading of a great book. It's completely unabridged, so the whole story of Anne and

Marilla's beginning is there. The CDs came in a litte mini binder case - the case had small binder

rings that held the pages with the CDs in place and in order. Overall, I highly HIGHLY recommend

this version of the Anne of Green Gables audiobook over any other.Flo Gibson, the woman who

leant her voice to this audiobook, is a lady more of us should know about! She recorded over 1,100

books in her lifetime for the love of reading, can you believe that? And she didn't record just

anything - she chose books that she herself liked to read. (And mostly books that were in the public

domain, as they came with no royalties to record!)Her love for reading and desire to share it led to

her starting the company that this audiobook is sold by - Audio Book Contractors. She recorded for

them up until she passed in 2011.I learned all this by having a conversation with the current owner

of the company. This isn't a paid endorsement or anything, not at all. Rather, I bought this

audiobook and then reached out to Audio Book Contractors about the other Anne books - in that

email exchange the owner, he told me about his work with Ms. Gibson.That being said, I do

recommend buying from Audio Book Contractors! They are a super tiny company and have a great



deal many audiobooks for sale. Aaaaand if you order direct from their website (just google "Audio

Book Contractors") you get free shipping over $25 and they send it out to ship faster than . So yeah.

Do the thing - support the small guys!

As expected and described.

Perfect!
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